PROFESSIONAL

CorkWood™ Designer
Engineered for Comfort.
Beauty of Wood
Durability of Laminate
Comfort of Cork

Our most beautifully crafted
collection, designed to emphasize
the true essence and beauty
of hardwood.
Extra-long and wide planks in
contemporary, on-trend colors.
1/2” (T) x 7-1/2” (W) x 68-3/4” (L)
13.5mm (T) x 194mm (W) x 1,746mm (L)
• Extra-long and wide planks
• 3mm top layer
• Polyurethane finish equivalent to
top rated AC4 laminate
• FSC® certified
• Sealed edges for increased water resistance
• CorkPlus™ attached underlay with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection
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The longest cork
plank available for a
striking look.
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www.torlys.com

EAGLECREST OAK
CW-DS703-FSC-MX

Floors For A
Better World
Cork is recognized worldwide
as a floor with unsurpassed
environmental advantages.
TORLYS entire cork collection is FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified,
ensuring your floor meets strict
environmental standards, including
wood and cork sourced from responsibly
managed forests.
TORLYS smart Floors can assist in
acquiring LEED certification for most
building projects. Please visit
commercial.torlys.com/sustainability/
leed-guide/.
TORLYS is a member of the Canada
Green Building Council whose mission
is to lead and accelerate the
transformation to high-performing,
healthy green building, homes and
communities throughout Canada.

CorkWood™ Designer

TORLYS Peace of Mind Assurance Warranty
TORLYS CorkWood™ Designer is covered by a 7-Year Limited Commercial
Warranty for Wear and Structural/Joint Integrity.
35-Year Limited Residential Warranty for Wear and a lifetime Structural/Joint
Integrity Warranty. Visit torlys.com for details.

MT. PLEASANT OAK
CW-DS701-FSC-MX

BRIARWOOD WALNUT
CW-DS706-FSC-MX

FAIRWINDS OAK
CW-DS702-FSC-MX

EAGLECREST OAK
CW-DS703-FSC-MX

PORT ROYAL WALNUT
CW-DS707-FSC-MX

PALMETTO OAK
CW-DS704-FSC-MX

MORNINGSIDE OAK
CW-DS708-FSC-MX

ROCKRIDGE OAK
CW-DS705-FSC-MX

PROVINCIAL OAK
CW-DS709-FSC-MX

SoloPlus 5-in-1 Moulding
Five mouldings - in ONE profile.

1. T-Moulding

2. Reducer

3. Square Nose

4. Square Nose

5. Flush Stair Nosing

1. T-Moulding: used to adjoin two floors of
identical height.
2. Reducer: used to transition two different
floor heights.
3. Square Nose: used to transition to carpet.
4. Square Nose: edge moulding used to
conceal the expansion gap around the
perimeter of the room.
5. Flush Stair Nosing: stair-edge seamless
trim moulding for installation of TORLYS
Cork on staircases. Clicks flush into your
TORLYS Cork floor, thus eliminating the
overlap of traditional stair nosing. SoloPlus
can also be used for non-flush installations
on landings.

CorkWood collections offer a
unique smartSTEP moulding
solution so you can add the
perfect finishing touch to your
installation. The smartSTEP is
made from an actual full plank of
matching
TORLYS flooring
for a perfect
colour, texture
and dimension match. The
CorkWood smartSTEP also uses
the same Uniclic® joint as the
matching floor for an easy,
seamless installation.
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